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Next stop: good neighbors.
rail maintenance and operations facilities
Fact Sheet

Metro continues to expand its rail network.
With new lines planned and under construction, the agency
will need to add more rail maintenance and storage facilities.
These are known as rail yards.

Rail Yards
>> Are used to store rail cars off the main operating tracks
>> Include space and facilities to clean, maintain and
repair the rail cars
>> Include space and equipment to maintain and repair
vehicles, tracks and other components of the system
>> Provide office space for rail operations administrative
and communications support
>> Are where rail operations employees, including
train operators, maintenance workers, supervisors,
administrative, security personnel and others
come to work

Rail car storage area

Rail yards are always located near the line(s) they serve,
with a direct rail connection. They are typically located
in industrial areas, although some are adjacent to
commercial areas or residential communities.

Cleaning and maintenance of rail cars

Offices for rail operations staff

Rail car repair facility
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the line(s) they serve:
>11> Metro Blue Line Division
Long Beach
19 Acres

SAN
PEDRO

>14> Metro Expo Line Division
Santa Monica
8 Acres
>20> Metro Red/Purple Line Division
Downtown Los Angeles, Arts District
30 Acres
>21> Metro Gold Line Division
Los Angeles, Elysian Valley-Solano Canyon
14 Acres
>22> Metro Green Line Division
Lawndale
10 Acres
>24> Metro Gold Line Division
Monrovia
23 Acres
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Future Rail Yards
405

Metro is currently in the process of adding new
rail yard capacity:

LONG BEACH

>> The Southwestern Yard, located near LAX, sits on
an 18-acre site. It will serve the Green Line and
future Crenshaw/LAX project nearing completion.
>> The Red/Purple Line Division in downtown
Los Angeles is being expanded by five acres
to accommodate service for the Purple Line
Extension currently under construction.
Metro is currently in the pre-environmental or
environmental analysis phase of other future rail
projects, which include study of whether their
operational needs can be accommodated by existing
or planned rail yards, will need expansion of current
rail yards or will need new yards. These future rail
projects include the Crenshaw Northern Extension,
Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2, Green Line
Extension to Torrance, Sepulveda Transit Corridor
and West Santa Ana Branch Transit Corridor.
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For more information, visit metro.net/resources.

Planning, locating and designing rail yards
Metro evaluates rail yard needs during the environmental review
process for new rail lines. This work involves analyzing one or more
sites to determine how well they meet the operational needs of the
project, cost, positive and negative potential impacts of the facility,
including to neighboring communities and mitigations to offset
negative impacts. The evaluation looks at impacts both during
construction of the new facility, as well as its planned operations.
Please see our Environmental Review fact sheet for more
information on this process.
LA County is already well developed with little vacant land available
for new or expanded rail yards. This means that Metro will very
likely need to acquire property already used for another purpose.
Property acquisition is governed by state and federal law that,
among other things, requires Metro to provide just compensation
to the property owner. Please see our Property Acquisition fact
sheet for more information on this process.

contact us
communityrelations@metro.net
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Each facility and location is unique. Metro strives to develop and
design new rail yards that meet the agency’s operational needs
and fit into the community to the best extent possible. Metro also
strives to be an environmental leader and build new facilities to the
highest sustainability standards. This can include incorporating
design elements and systems for reducing emissions, waste and
the use of water and electricity.

